
Phytobiophysics® The Mossop Philosophy 

“We are emotional beings and when we are tired, hurt or sad our immune 

systems break down. Viruses are regarded as emotional opportunists!” 

EDS Formulas support and defend us in times of immune system crisis 

EDS1 Moss Ivy  FIRST LINE OF DEFENCE 

EDS 1 MOSS IVY IS A POWERFUL COMBINATION OF ESSENCES MADE 

FROM PRIMARY JUNGLE MOSS AND ANCIENT FOREST LYCOPOD FERNS 

COMBINED WITH THE HEALING BENEFITS OF IVY BLOSSOM, AS A FIRST 

LINE OF DEFENSE AGAINST AIRBORNE POLLUTION. 

 

Our belief is that the immune system is utterly controlled by emotions and the heart is the seat 

of all emotion. Supporting the heart with green plants allows our innate immune system to 

recover from even serious complications. 

EDS 1 Moss Ivy is very supportive of the emotions that may affect the mucosa of the lungs, 

such as rejection, loss, betrayal and fear. 

EDS1 Moss Ivy acts a shield against airborne invasion by supporting and normalising the 

emotions that impact on the function of megakaryocytes. 

IVY Flower Essence enables spiritual belief and stimulates the feelings of warmth and loving 

kindness. Enabling us to understand that we are never alone and always loved and supported 

by our guardian angels.   

Ivy Flower defends deep emotional trauma that has not been confronted and would therefore 

cause heart-ache and heart problems - Emotional heart block. When we are not able to come to 

terms with life’s disappointments and sad situations we suffer with heart-break and heart-ache 

and this would lead to pains that occur in the heart area. 

 

This formula is best supported by the relevant constitutional Phytobiophysics® 

Heart Power Formula.  

 

EDS2 Storksbill   SUPPORT 

EDS2 STORKSBILL DEFENDS US AGAINST STRESS AND ANXIETY. STRESS 

MAY OPEN THE DOOR TO VIRAL EXPOSURE. WHEN STRESSED AND 

ANXIOUS THE BODY GOES INTO AN INFLAMMATORY STATE, SINUSES 

BECOME INFLAMED. THE MUCOUS SYSTEMS ACTIVATE THROUGH THE 



IMMUNE SYSTEM THYMUS RESPONSE. THUS ACTIVATING THE WHITE 

BLOOD CELLS CALLED EOSINOPHILS, TO SUPPORT US 

 

 

The crown chakra vibrates on the violet frequency. Violet is the highest vibration of sunlight and 

is the most powerful regal energy of fatherhood.  Violet energy supports a very strong and loving 

bond with our male relationships. When this spiritual energy breaks down, we become stressed 

and anxious. and feel betrayed by circumstance. This may impact the Tri-cusped valve creating 

disorders of the heart and as a result we may suffer with head-aches, panic attacks, stress related 

conditions and sleepless nights. 

STORKSBILL flowers support the spiritual silver thread of the Family Tree and future 

fertility. Emotionally storksbill supports a close family bond. Family connections.  The strong 

and loving grandparents and parents. The expectant parents, the desire to have children and 

family planning.  

This flower has a very high vibration and has the capacity to calm and relax us when we are 

stressed, anxious and tense. Storksbill has a balancing effect on the cerebellum, the Central 

Nervous System, the pons oblongata, and the spinal fluid. Poisons in our environment such as 

chemicals damage us creating the need for this support. 

EDS3 Maltese Poppy   SUPPORT 

EDS3 MALTESE POPPY. THIS FORMULA SUPPORTS THE ENERGY OF 

INFRA RED. THIS DEEP AND POWERFUL ENERGY PLAYS A ROLE IN 

STABILISING THE ELECTRO-MAGNETIC FIELD FORCES SO VITAL FOR 

THE SUPPORT OF THE BONE MARROW AND THE PERICARDIUM 

MERIDIAN. 

 



 
Infra-red energy is grounding and stabilising but resonates on the frequency of the bone 

marrow, the inner core of the body, the pupil of the eye, the optic nerve and the inner core of 

the spinal cord. stunning and beautiful Maltese Poppy has been researched and upgraded to 

support the emotion of fear and despondency, isolation and unhappiness Maltese Opium Poppy 

has powerful healing properties. Of course, the most well-known is the capacity to support pain 

and the endorphin production.  Poppy supports the Pericardium circulatory meridian 

stimulating the production of stem cells in the bone marrow.  

EDS3 supports our Spiritual gifst of ancestral inheritance Inherited constitution  of 

personality.  DNA such as the colour of one’s hair, skin and eyes. Vibrating on the frequency of 

the bone marrow and the Stem Cells.    

 

Trauma caused by our ancestral memories create fascinating patterns in our lives. Our 

physiology, abilities and personality are attributed to our inheritance from our ancestors. 

These gifts from our ancestors are in the memory codes of our RNA and DNA. Damage on this 

level is very destructive and may well impact on  our abilities leading to complex damage such 

as ADHD and autism  Sometimes we talk of past lives and I believe that as well as inheriting 

gifts and attributes we may also inherit sad and difficult memories from our ancestors lives, 

even going back in time for centuries.  

Maltese Poppy heals and supports us on this very deep level. 

 

 

EDS4 Snowdrop SUPPORT 

EDS4 SNOWDROP FORMULA SUPPORTS BALANCE AND HARMONY, 

BRINGING CALM AND STABILITY AND RESTORING BLOOD PRESSURE TO 

NORMALITY.  CREATING A SENSE OF SELF WORTH PRIDE AND DIGNITY.  

 

 



Today we are faced with unprecedented stress and complex pressures especially with regard to 

our immune system. In Chinese medicine viruses are regarded as emotional opportunists. 

Certainly, the last few years have imposed impossible pressures on us all. 

Cool calm snowdrop supports the elegant person who is always in control .  Pressures of 

modern society have caused immense stress and anxiety and loss of self-worth, throwing the 

blood pressure out of balance, leading to serious mental health problems particularly amongst 

the young.  

Snowdrop essence has the ability to assuage extremes of emotion and therefore creates balance 

and harmony. preventing mood swings loss of confidence , loss of control that may cause 

mental health disorders , even extreme loss of control and self-harm.   

The resourcefulness of our planet is unbounded  There is no doubt that supporting our 

children and young people with mental health issues has become one of the most pressing needs 

of today. 

EDS5 Campion DEFENCE 

 
EDS 5 CAMPION FORMULA ACTS AS A SHIELD AGAINST SPIRITUAL 

AGGRESSION.  

FEAR, LONELINESS, BEREAVEMENTAND ISOLATION ARE ALL FEELINGS 

THAT HAVE BEEN DOMINATING PEOPLES LIVES. CAMPION IS A DEFENCE 

AGAINST THESE NEGATIVE FORCES.   

 

EDS5 support the spiritual energy of feeling unconditional loved. Making friends and being 

gentle and sweet natured is vitally important . This kind interaction leads to popularity and 

being loved  by all.  The tragedy of modern society is that many people feel fearful and angry 

and suffer from isolation and a deep sense of spiritual bereavement loss and loneliness. 

 

EDS5 defends us against the trauma o feeling spiritually bereft, desperately lonely and in need 

of love. Isolation leads to a sense of isolation and that one is in a spiritual vacuum. 

Loneliness is one of the most debilitating feelings. One can feel even feel lonely in a crowd or a 

marriage. Lack of emotional support such as the struggle of scoping as a single parent family. 

The tragedy of being elderly with no one to  turn to in times of need. That sense of feeling 

unwanted and unloved can have very serious repercussions in the function of the heart causing 

many complex physical conditions.   

 By defending us against these sad emotions Campion has a powerful healing power on this 

deeply spiritual level  

When we are trapped and lonely this may impact on our liver and our ability to eliminate 

harmful chemicals and toxins both environmental and emotional. 


